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Ant control lowes

Where to useIndoktor/outdoor Staining or Non-staining unit Quantity24Application methodSteam bottleConcentrated/Ready to useRead-to-usePrimary active ingredientHydrameletylnonMaximum Coverage area (Sq. Feet)7000Recommended for Asian Lady BeetlesRecommended for Carpenter AntsRecommended for CarpenterS BeesRecommended for
Chinch BugsRecommended for Fire AntsRecommended for Fruit FliesRecommended for German CockroachesRecommended for Japanese Beetles Unit of Quantity Measure6Application MethodCartridge/Ready-to-UseReady-to-usePrimary Active IngredientBoraxArea of UseHome &amp; PerimeterMaximum Coverage Area (Sq. Feet)0Recommended for
Asian Lady BeetlesRecommended for Carpenter BeesRecommended for Chinch BugsRecommended for Fire AntsRecommended for German CockroachesRecommended for Japanese Beetles Prices, Promotions, styles, and availability may vary. Our local stores do not honor online pricing. Prices and availability of products and services are subject to
change without notice. Errors will be corrected where discovered, and Lowe's reserves the right to withdraw any stated offer and to correct any errors, inaccuracies or omissions including after an order has been submitted. Here are some things you can do to reduce your chances of an ant attack. Keep trees and shrubs from touching your house. These
provide a ready-made path for ants to access the home. Remove logs and stumps. They are an irresistible source of housing. Fix moisture sources in and around the house. Sealing openings (wiring, plumbing) that allow access from the outside. Applying a bead of denseagents of seal or foam is an effective method of protection. Keep gutters and
downspouts free of leaves. Clean kitchen after cooking and eating. Cleaning also removes the pheromone joint left by foraging of worker ants. Don't leave food out. An idea of a food source is different from humans. Just crumble can be a party, so look closely. Commercial Ant BaitsThese are designed to attract foraging ants. When the bait is taken back to
the nest, it becomes contaminated. Baits only work if the area they are placed in is clean. Otherwise, the ants will continue to feed on real food. SpraysSprays provide an instant knockdown and can help manage the infestations until the nest or source is eliminated. Dust, Powder and GranulesWhen placed in direct pathways, they are absorbed by ants and
brought back to the nest for direct treatment of colonies. Some of these products can be used outdoors as obstacles as well. When dealing with ants, the safe way to eliminate them is to find the nest. Queens lay eggs all the time, providing a steady supply of fresh ants. Getting rid of the nest and the queen will solve your problem. To find a nest, place a
dollop of jelly or peanut butter out where you have seen the ants. Look at the ants, (most are more active at night) and see where Go. They're likely to leave the house. House. a nest outdoors. Treat the perimeter of the house to keep them out or treat the nest yourself. The area along the foundation is relatively protected from the elements and a good place
for ants to live. Ants OutdoorsAnt on landscape plants or houseplants often coincide with the presence of aphids. Check houseplants for ants before taking them indoors. Anthills in the lawn can be treated with ant-specific pesticides. Some choose to apply boiling water to anthills. While boiling water is a good remedy, it takes a lot of water to kill a good sized
anthill and it kills everything it touches, including grass. If your problem is carpenter ants, the control is a little different. Carpenters or wood-boring ants will be discovered by the presence of frass. Frass is a deposit of sawdust and other small debris left near the nest. Carpenter ants prefer damp wood (which may also indicate a moisture problem). They don't
respond well to baits. Find the nest and apply the appropriate insecticide. When using pesticides, make sure you choose and use them wisely. Read the label to see if the product is limited to indoor or outdoor use or may harm beneficial insects. Follow all manufacturers' instructions. Fire ants can be very harmful because they disturb cultivated agricultural
areas and put livestock at risk. Their piles interfere with peatgrass maintenance. They are also the most remarkable and infamous stabbing ant, therefore posing a direct human threat. When disturbed, swarming fire ants bite and sting repeatedly and in numbers. These stings are quite painful. Children, older adults and people with severe allergic reactions
may be at risk. For treatment, find a product specifically for fire ants and apply exactly as directed. If your attack is serious, contact a licensed pesticide applicator or your local co-op agency for assistance. It is tempting to stir up a hill before treatment. But remember that ants are more likely to accept the treatment when applied silently. If fire ants are
sufficiently disturbed, you are likely to initiate their aggressive behavior. Also, if upset, their natural answer is to move the colony (only to reappear elsewhere on your lawn). The presence of termites can be serious. Learn how to identify termites and find a professional pest control remedy if necessary. Ants have a narrowed or narrow waist. Termites have a
wider, almost undetectable waist. Both have 2 sets of wings. Ants have longer wings in front than in the back. Thermiforces are the same size. Ant antennas are curved. Termite antennas are straight. Prices, Promotions, styles and availability may vary. Our local stores do not honor online pricing. Prices and availability of products and services are subject to
change without notice. Errors will be corrected where detected, and Lowe's reserves the right to withdraw all stated offer and to correct errors, inaccuracies or omissions including after an order has been submitted. Prizes, Promotions, Promotions, availability may vary. Our local stores do not honor online pricing. Prices and availability of products and
services are subject to change without notice. Errors will be corrected where discovered, and Lowe's reserves the right to withdraw any stated offer and to correct any errors, inaccuracies or omissions including after an order has been submitted. Create a barrier against ants, fire ants, cockroaches, fleas, earwigs and more with TERRO Ant Killer Plus. This
fast-acting treatment works within 24 hours to keep your home free from the most persistent pests, while offering residual control. For increased efficiency, this product can be applied as a perimeter treatment around the foundation of your home, spread on lawns, or used a site treatment on ant hills and fire ant piles. Â? Â? TERRO Ant Killer Plus is packaged
in a resealable shaking bag to allow easy application. Simply open the top, take the handle located at the bottom of the bag, and start spreading the granules. There is no need to use a vaporizer! Â? Â? To apply as a circumference treatment, create a 3 to 10 foot band of granules along your foundation. To treat ant hills (except fire ants), apply 1 to 2
teaspoons on granules over and around the antbacken. Be sure to water the granules lightly immediately after application. Â? Â? To control fire ants, apply â1/2 cup granules over, and 2 meters around each hill. After application, gently water the product with a minimum of a gallon of water to each hill area. Avoid using a high pressure hose, which can disturb
the ants and cause migration. Kills ants, fire ants, cockroaches, fleas and other insectsFast-acting granules kill insects in 24 hoursKeep insects out – use as ribbon treatment around house foundations and on lawns, or as a spot treatment on ant hillsArtificial, resealable shaker bag – no spreader is requiredFor outdoor use only only
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